Another New Life

Miranda Preston is a walking contradiction.
Beautiful on the outside, but, insecure,
haunted and damaged on the inside.
Despite these contradictions, shes ready to
start Another New Life. When her talent
wins her a piano scholarship to the
University of Texas at Austin, Miranda
arrives on campus determined to
experience everything college has to offer
and to keep her secrets in the past where
they belong. An easy task, until the first
guy who catches her eye happens to be
someone shes known all her life. Eight
years have passed since the last time
Miranda and Troy saw each other. He
reminds her of the best and worst times of
her life, but she cant think about one
without dwelling on the other. As they
grow closer, every day their attraction
reminds them they are no longer kids. The
epic romantic love story that is Miranda
and Troy seems to be destined for a happy
ending, but Miranda knows its only a
matter of time before her secret is
discovered. A secret that will not only
destroy their relationship, it will destroy
Troy, too. Can Miranda focus on her
future with Troy while preventing her past
from tearing them apart all over again?
**This book contains adult subject matter.
Not intended for young readers.**
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